ABOUT EQUINIX MIDDLE EAST
Equinix Middle East began delivery of co-location, interconnection and managed services in
the Middle East on 1 January 2013. With more than 30 employees, Equinix supplies services
from Dubai to financial companies, telecom carriers, content providers and others.
The Equinix Middle East data centre in Dubai that houses the infrastructure of 30 telecom
carriers has the highest carrier density in the region. Both Tier 1 carriers and regional carriers
have taken their networks to the Equinix data centre in Dubai. Minkels supplies the necessary
data centre infrastructure in Dubai, with the familiar Minkels look-and-feel and quality that
Equinix customers all over the world are accustomed to.

MANAGING DIRECTOR JEROEN SCHLOSSER
Jeroen Schlosser, a Dutch citizen with a long history in the data centre industry, has been
the Managing Director of Equinix Middle East since the opening of the data centre in Dubai.
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